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Keyboarding and Supplemental Curriculum
Welcome to the one-stop shop for all your keyboarding, web app, and training needs!
Our commitment is to get you the right program and provide complimentary, unconditional technical
and pedagogical support, training and help. We know how important it is for educators to feel
supported in order to use a program to its full potential. Visit our web site for more information!
www.mariebouk12.com

Keyboarding programs

Rev up your typing with our keyboarding tool kit
Marie Bou’s Tool Kit contains a repertoire of resources to help
you select the right keyboarding program for your district or
school, then implement it with guidance and ease. The set of
materials you’ll find in the Tool Kit are designed to help new and
more experienced teachers, curriculum designers,
technology specialists, and anyone else involved with
teaching keyboarding. You will find invaluable rubrics,
lesson plans, grading suggestions, and other useful
content that will save you time and energy.
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www.mariebouk12.com

Choosing a Keyboarding Program
PRODUCT NAME

Grade each item from 1-5, 1 being Poor, 5 being Excellent
For yes/no questions: 1=No 5=Yes
NAVIGATION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can I find my way easily through the program?
Are there useful help aids available?
Am I ever bumped out of the website?
Can I increase/decrease the font size?

PEDAGOGY
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Is content correct?
Is it age appropriate?
Is content progression logical?
Is the response when correct answer is given clear?
Is the response when incorrect answer is given clear?
Can students see how well they've done on exercises?
Can teachers see and keep all student data?
Can teachers use data for cumulative assessment?
Can teachers add their own practice texts?
Can teachers assign tests?

ANIMATION/GRAPHICS
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Is the size appropriate?
Is it age appropriate?
Can everyone see the colors?
Will students find them easy to understand?
Do they capture students' attention?
Is it interactive?

LOADING SPEED
21. How is the loading time?
HARDWARE & FEATURES YES OR NO
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Can your hardware be used?
Can iPads be used?
Can Chromebooks be used?
Other hardware?
Should headphones be used?
Do I need external keyboards?
Are there Spanish Instructions?
Is Google Single Sign On available?
Is Exportable Reporting available?

Other comments:
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